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Abstract. We compare some recent trends in mixed-initiative HCI and
interactive electronic music, and consider what useful knowledge can be
shared between them. We then present two novel principles for under-
standing the nature of this common trend: spacesofco − agency and
dialecticalinteraction; and discuss some of the philosophical and techni-
cal challenges they present in relation to musical interaction. A technically
advanced prototype, the Mephistophone, is discussed as a case-study for
understanding these design principles, concluding with some more general
points for creative mixed-initiative interaction.
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1 Introduction

This paper seeks to re-assess some of the principles of computer-human collabo-
ration, particularly for creative goals. Although we later discuss current trends in
mixed-initiative interaction, human-computer collaboration and co-creation has
been a dream since the start of the digital revolution. Early (1950s) attempts at
imagining a collaborative man-machine relationship moved between two models
of interaction: prosthesis (the ‘Mechanically Extended Man’ [22]) and symbiosis
(where, by analogy to biological systems, computers and humans provide for
each other). In 1960, Licklider provided perhaps the most elegant summary of
this hope for computer-human cooperation, in an age when computer occupied
whole rooms and had to be booked in advance [19]:

The hope is that, in not too many years, human brains and computing
machines will be coupled together very tightly, and that the resulting
partnership will think as no human brain has ever thought and process
data in a way not approached by the information-handling machines we
know today
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2 Background

2.1 Mixed-Initiative Interaction

In 1997, a series of debates between Ben Shneiderman and Pattie Maes at the IUI
and CHI conferences dichotomised the division in HCI between direct manipula-
tion and interface agents [27]. Two years later, Horvitz argued for a resolution
of this debate through the paradigm of mixed-initiative interaction. Horvitz pro-
poses to unite the advantages of both intelligent-interface agents, which predict
the activity of a user and take action automatically, and direct manipulation
interfaces, which - often through the intelligent use of metaphor - allow the user
to control the system fluidly and directly [2].

Mixed-initiative interaction involves direct collaboration between computer
and human towards a one goal. Psychological principles of grounding and joint
activity are evoked [17] - models originally meant to explain human-human col-
laboration and communication. Implicit in this model of interaction is a sort of
implicit equality between the heterogenous human and computer agents, work-
ing together towards a single goal. The principle is not dissimilar to Licklider’s
symbiotics three decades earlier - diverse organisms working together, where the
result is greater than the sum of the parts. In the hierarchy of control, the com-
puter is neither below nor above the human - neither an unimaginative tool of
direct control, nor a master-agent working only on its own predictions of the
user’s behaviour.

The role of the computer in mixed-initiative interaction is explicitly different
to that of the prosthetic, which seeks to make itself invisible by becoming an
extension of the body. Non-hierarchical collaboration with another agent (human
or computer) relies, to some extent, on the limited externality of that agent.
A book, for instance, is seldom seen as the collaborative work of a pen and an
author, any more than this article can be attributed to my laptop keyboard. To
return to Horvitz, mixed-initiative interaction is instead: [17]

Quick-paced sensing, reasoning, and reacting support an elegant
problem-solving dance among parties, where the nature and timing of
human and machine contributions are coordinated carefully.

The computer, then, is no longer a tool but a performer, dancing alongside the
human towards some common goal. The prosthetic pen interacts so fluidly and
predictably that the human is hardly notices any interaction. In mixed-initiative
interaction, on the other hand, the externality is obvious to the user - they are
continually conscious of the process of interaction.

2.2 Interactive Musical Instruments

The musical instrument, at least in a pre-electronic age, has popularly been
considered a prosthetic - not just in the sense that all melodic instruments
ultimately imitate the human voice (as the first instrument), but also in the
sense that technical virtuosity is often described as prosthesis - the instrument
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becomes an extension of the self. In his discussion of the Faustian violin vir-
tuoso Niccolò Paganini, David Palmer writes: ‘Everyone in the hall... became
keenly aware that the violin was for Paganini not merely a musical instrument,
but an integral part of his body’ [23]. Prosthetics are also found explicitly in
electronic musical instruments [20] - but in this case, their relationship becomes
more complex.

In recent decades, digital interfaces for musical interaction have moved from
metaphors of the instrument-as-tool (John Cage’s musical ideal is using instru-
ments as though they were tools, i.e. so that ‘they leave no traces’ [18]) to the
instrument-as-participant, in many ways following (and sometimes pre-empting)
the HCI concept of mixed-initiative interaction.

Precision and predictability in digital instruments is seen as reactive, not
interactive [12] - to quote Bert Bongers [6]:

Note that in some cases only parts of the loop can occur, for instance
when the cognition is left out on one side or the other this part rather
reacts than interacts. Many interactive systems in new media arts are in
fact reactive systems. Ideally, interaction between a human and a system
should be mutually influential

Bown compares the acoustic paradigm of European musical history, in which the
composer, performer and instrument have clearly defined (and separate) roles,
to interactive electronic music [7]:

In recent years there have been calls for new interactive metaphors that
take the active nature of the computational medium into account. The
dominant metaphor of instrumental interaction emphasises a one-way
reactivity that many feel is inappropriate... Hankering after a more col-
laborative form of interaction, we see discussion of conversation models
or systems with a degree of cognition

Both Bongers and Bown urge us to move towards mutually influential humans
and systems, interactivity that goes both ways, and machines with cognition -
that is, where both humans and machines have agency. When the machine
becomes a performer (Horvitz’ dancer), an agent in the same space as the human,
we have musical interaction that is mixed-initiative in the strictest sense.

2.3 Predictive, Suggestive and Oppositional Systems

We have thus far identified similar trends in mixed-mode interaction design and
electronic interactive music. The shift is from a technology of direct control,
of prosthetics and of inanimate tools, to a technology which focuses on equal
collaboration, co-creation, and the machine as an external critic.

A non-trivial question in all these fields becomes: what does an external
critic look like? In Bongers’ terms, a truly interactive system implies cognition
on behalf of the machine.

Formal definitions of computational cognition, intelligence and agency are
beyond the scope of this work - but as we observed with traditional-musical
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interaction above, the important characteristic of such a system is the human
perception of cognition. One could imagine a sort of mixed-initiative Turing-test
here: the important question is not whether the technology really has intelligence
or agency, but whether humans interact with it in a way that ascribes it that
agency.

But can we talk about co-creation with an agent that exists only through
human experience? In other words: if a human experiences a dialogue with an
inanimate machine, have we really produced human-machine collaoration (in the
sense of mixed-initiative interaction)? Much recent work in mixed-initiative HCI
(cite) can be seen as reactive on some level - the computer gives the human
something already inherent in their own actions. Many implementations [2] use
the computer for prediction or suggestion of human behaviour based on previous
use. Pre-empting human actions - is this co-creation, or a labour-saving device?

Mixed-initiative systems that focus on suggestions [28] tend to leave all fit-
ness functions (value judgements) with the human user - by leaving all the
agency with the human, we return to the simple appropriation of computational
resources which is the instrument/software-as-tool paradigm.

An interesting musical alternative to predictive or suggestive systems is Nick
Collins’ oppositional system, Contrary Motion. The rationale for his system is
similar to Bongers’ critique, and is as descriptive of musical systems as it is of
mixed-initiative HCI generally [10]:

Computational agents as musical interlocutants have been extensively
studied, though the degree to which they can comfortably demonstrate
independent but appropriate musical action in real contexts reflects the
deep challenges in machine listening technology and music generation.
Many interactive systems turn out to be directly reactive slaves, or even
if exhibiting some autonomy, lag behind human auditory and cognitive
capabilities

Collins’ solution is to use the machine to usefully contradict the performer:
‘opposition can be a temporary state on the path to new musical awareness’
[ibid.]. From a strict information-theory point of view, we have the same state of
affairs: we present a computational reaction which is already entirely intrinsic to
the human action (in photography, a negative gives you no more information than
the positive). As Collins himself writes: ‘A surprising finding for the author was
that the system proved more deterministic than expected’. Though the degree of
autonomy or cognition hasn’t formally increased, the experience of interaction
has changed completely.

3 The Instrument-as-Critic

3.1 Externalisation

The paradigms for digital musical interaction discussed above mark out a dis-
tinction between traditional instruments, which are prosthetic and passive, and
new digital instruments, which are external and intelligent. We question this.
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Heidegger’s notion of Zuhandenheit (readiness-to-hand) is a way of under-
standing the difference between the prosthetic and the external. In his example,
a hammer is such a functional object that it only has Zuhandenheit - so pre-
dictable and close, that it becomes invisible. Only when the hammer behaves
unpredictably - the head shatters - does it acquire Vorhandenheit (presence-at-
hand), where we approach it theoretically and critically [15]. A similar idea is
playwright Bertol Brecht’s Verfremdungseffekt (alienation effect), where actors
in a play behave so strangely that the audience cannot identify with the char-
acters or lose themselves in the narrative - forcing the audience to interact with
the work on a conscious, critical plane.

Another useful comparison is the legend of the Golem, as the archetypal
artefact coming to life through the power of code. Medieval traditions of the
Kabbalah ascribe code components in which the Golem is separately provided
with vitality (hiyyut) and soul (neshamah) [25]. Previous technically-advanced
musical instruments, such as Vaucanson’s flute-playing automaton, fascinated
observers with their life-force of pneuma. Sophisticated contempoary observers
should be less disturbed by the implications of a machine that breathes, but
the addition of soul still appears to be implicit in the dialectic agency of an
instrument.

Clearly, violins do not exhibit advanced cognition. But it is an immensely
unpredictable, nonlinear mechanical instrument - the constant, dynamic unpre-
dictability gives it Vorhandenheit. These unpredictabilities make interaction with
such an instrument conscious and critical - instead of a prosthesis, we can under-
stand violin-playing as a collaboration between man and machine. Though the
violin has no independent cognition, this unpredictability creates a subjectivity
in the musician’s experience of performance. In extreme cases, this imagined sub-
jectivity might be great enough to attribute the instrument with human traits -
quite a common phenomenon, from African traditional instruments [24] to 70 s
analogue synthesisers [11].

3.2 Spaces of Co-Agency

This fantastical agency of the machine, whether or not in an explicitly anthro-
pomorphic fashion, forms part of the musicians experience of interaction. Tradi-
tional musical instruments direct the player acoustically and haptically in new
directions based on dynamic acoustic-mechanical interactions: a trumpet split-
note acoustically-haptically invites the player to blow harder, just as audial and
vibrational cues tell the violinist to change the bowing force and achieve better
resonance. In some sense, these interactions result in a path which traverses a
timbral space (the space of all possible sounds of that instrument) - a space
in which musician and instrument both share agency, that is to say, a space of
co-agency.

Under the Heidiggerian notion of interacting with Vorhandenheit, the instru-
ment’s imagined agency derives from its unpredictability. It should come as no
surprise that instruments with perfectly predictable characteristics - such as early
digital samplers - are refered to as ‘cold’, that is to say inanimate, dead, in full
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contrast with the rich nonlinearity of the human voice. An analysis of musicians’
discussions and judgements of violin sounds shows the frequent use of similar
terms, relating to the percieved vitality and animation of the instrument: ‘lively’,
‘alive’, ‘dead’, ‘cold’ and ‘unresponsive’ [14]

In traditional musical instruments, the musician’s control is most often
mechanical - the force on a piano-key, for instance. In terms of user interfaces, we
can think of this as tangible control. The collaborative output of the system, the
eventual performance, can be thought of as audio. The feedback from the instru-
ment to the musician, however, lies somewhere in-between - part micro-haptic
(‘feeling’ the instrument), part audial (hearing the instrument). The chin-rest of
a violin, for instance, connects the vibrations of the violin body to the musician’s
jaw, providing important vibrational feedback. If it is possible for musicians to
collaborate with traditional instruments, it must be in this shared physical-audial
space - where the human and the instrument are co-agent.

Schelleng’s diagram of violin dynamics, in Fig. 1, is an example of such a
space. While the dimensions are entirely mechanical (the musician’s input: force
and position), the space explored by these two variables is both physical and
audial - it relates to both the haptic feedback in playing a note, and to the sound
produced. While the axes are completely controlled by the musician, the complex
nonlinear mechanics of sound production are completely controlled by the instru-
ment - the eventual sound produced is as a result of a continuous feedback-loop
between these two agencies, similar to Nash’s performance loop [21]. During
the technological development of musical instruments, complexity and unpre-
dictability are often added to this space - such as the keyed trumpet of the 18th
century.

Fig. 1. The Schelleng diagram - the axes are the musician’s major degrees of control,
and are related to the sounds produced through complex nonlinear dynamics. Repro-
duced from [26]

Mixed-mode interaction design proposes a balance of agency between a
human and a machine. Similarly, these spaces of co-agency rely on a balance
of agency between musician and instrument - a tension between the directness
of human control and the unpredictability of instrumental response. We arrive
at our first principle of mixed-mode instrument design, the instrument-as-critic:

First. The space of co-agency should be at once physical, haptic and audial.
A co-agent space will always be a balance between controllability and unpre-
dictability.
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3.3 Dialectical Interaction

Much of the rhetoric presented above in musical interaction has presented a
dichotomy betwen the prosthetic machine-as-tool, the old order of doing things,
and the external machine-as-critic. Mixed-mode interaction design allows us to
develop a more sophisticated view: the emphasis is not only on creating intrinsic
computational intelligence (Bongers’ cognition, Collins’ autonomy), but rather
on seeking to achieve a balance between the agency of the human and the
machine. The agency of the human within the system is considered explicitly.

One way of considering this balance of agency is to look at the human-
machine system as a dialectic - the human action, the dialectical thesis, is
confronted by the first negation, the computational antithesis. In a process of
interaction and conflict between thesis and antithesis, knowledge emerges in the
synthesis. As with Licklider’s computational symbiotics, the synthesis is greater
than the sum of its parts.

Cacciari’s key philosophical critique of dialectics [9] is an important consider-
ation for the nature of this antithetical system: for him, the dialectic cannot pro-
duce new meaning because the antithesis (the behaviour of our computational
system) is fully intrinsic to the thesis (a deterministic consequence of human
action): mathematically, no new information has been added. Cacciari’s view
seems consistent with the rhetoric of interactive musical instruments presented
above - where meaningful collaboration can only occur with a computer that is
fundamentally independent, with its own cognition. Under this view, meaningful
content cannot emerge from an interaction with a deterministic machine.

This conclusion, present in much of the musical literature presented above,
ignores the important distinction between information and meaning. In Collins’
Oppositional System, the antithesis is mathematically inherent in the thesis; but
this same information is inverted to produce new meaning. In this case, we move
closer to an Adornian interpretation of negative dialectics [3]; where negation
(or opposition) is itself an emancipatory process - one which adds meaning.

Classical music gives us a useful analogy. Sonata form can be seen as a dialec-
tical interaction between the exposition (thesis) and the development (antithe-
sis), resolving in the recapitulation (synthesis) [8, p.63]. The first subject group,
the main melodic structure presented in the exposition, re-appears unaltered in
the recapitulation - the same information, but with a completely new and dif-
ferent meaning. Situated, contextual knowledge allows an entirely deterministic
system (a time delay) to produce different musical understanding.

Our second principle of the instrument-as-critic becomes:

Second. The instrument should be critical - that is, unpredictably and dialecti-
cally opposed to the musician - in order to produce new musical knowledge.
Where this is the case, musician-instrument collaboration can occur even
without complex artificial cognition; instead, it requires a balance of agency
between instrument and musician.
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3.4 The Open Work

Eco’s Opera Aperta predates the pursuit of autonomous electronic musical sys-
tems, but speaks very clearly of the dialectic between musician and musical work
[13, p.3]:

It must be observed, for the avoidance of terminological doubt, that the
definition of “open” given to these works1 - although it is of excellent
use in outlining a new dialectic between work and musician - must be
taken in such a way that, by virtue of a [new] convention, allows us to
abstract from other possible and legitimate meanings of this phrase.

Eco’s idea of open is rooted in the interpretability and freedom inherent in
the musical work itself - the musical works he discusses, such as Stockhausen’s
Klavierstück XI, subvert the traditional separation between work and perfor-
mance and allow for a dialectical openness between them.

In a later chapter, Eco’s analysis of the difference between (Shannonian)
information and meaning gives us an understanding of the nature of poetics
and interpretation in relation to the musician-work dialectic. Blackwell [4] has
highlighted the importance of these notions in relation to HCI, and identifies a
conflict between ‘open’ interpretative understanding and the ‘simplicity, trans-
parency and ease of learning’ that is sought after in user interface design. As
we have seen with the spaces of co-agency, the balance between human con-
trollability and instrumental unpredictability is key to the design of traditional
instruments.

As noted by Bown [7], the distinction between instrument and musical work
in interactive music is being dismantled - in digital interactive music, the work
is often simply the instrument. Eco’s musician-work dialectic, under these con-
ditions, is consistent with our musician-instrument interactive dialectic.

Our final principle of the instrument-as-critic describes this openness:

Third. Interaction with the instrument should be open: interpretable, ambi-
gious, unpredictable, non-repeatable, non-deterministic.

4 The Mephistophone

As a case-study for our principles of mixed-initiative instrument design, we use
the Mephistophone, a haptic interaction device created to question the dynamics
of modern music composition, production and performance.

Our technically advanced prototype was built to demonstrate mixed initia-
tive design [1], and many of the ideas and considerations presented above have
emerged from its design and development. As the Mephistophone itself is an
ongoing project, we aim both to understand its current behaviour and to sug-
gest future directions using the principles presented above.
1 He is discussing four pieces by Stockhausen, Berio, Pousseur and Boulez, where each
performance is an open interpretation of the work.
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The Mephistophone consists of a deformable control surface (a large latex
sheet) and a set of live machine-learning algorithms on a local computer:
processing the surface depth-data, and controlling actuators to deform the sur-
face electromechanically. The machine-learning algorithms learn directly from
experience and observation of human performances. During training, the com-
puter pre-learns sound representations of the audio space, linking the two
inseparably [5].

Fig. 2. Top: the Mephistophone’s control surface, with sensors and actuators under-
neath. Bottom: deformations of audio representations during training

4.1 Haptic Spaces of Co-Agency

The latex control surface of the Mephistophone has displacement sensors and
actuators throughout the controllable area (Fig. 2), allowing for machine and
human collaboration over a restricted physical domain. This corresponds closely
to our notion of the space of co-agency.

Audially, the Mephistophone is theoretically capable to sense sounds by using
the control surface as a large microphone2. This physical space is explicitly and
non-linearly linked to an audial representation, as discussed elsewhere [16]. The

2 It is also fitted with a small onboard audio microphone.
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instrument both listens ‘to itself’ (to the sounds produced by the actuators and
by onboard speakers), and to its human collaborator.

In terms of the requirements discussed above, the control surface of the
Mephistophone - its space of co-agency - is concurrently physical and audial.
Haptic, vibrational and audio information (mechanical motion at various scales)
are inseparable in the instrument, and travel in both directions between per-
former and machine.

Agency over the space is explicitly shared: the machine can physically oppose
or interact with a human using its powerful actuation, giving haptic feedback
in an ergonomically relevant way. By deforming the surface, it can play itself
(physically explore a region of co-agent space) - by doing this, it makes a set of
other physical deformations impossible, dynamically interfering with the agency
of the musician.

4.2 Antithetical System and the Open Synthesis

How might we program or control the Mephistophone to use the spaces of co-
agency that it presents in an antithetical way? For this, the instrument’s reac-
tions must respond to the musician’s input dialectically, and in an open way. As
discussed, this concept of ‘open’ relates both to the unpredictability of behaviour
and to the flexibility of interpretation. The Mephistophone is also open-source -
both the physical design and algorithmic control are freely accessible and modi-
fiable. This is quite close to Eco’s original example of ‘openness’ - a composition
which can be freely tampered with or modified by the performer.

Our early-prototype antithetical system utilises performance data analysis -
building a generative model of movement through the space of co-agency from its
training phase, and potentially from datasets of traditional-instrument perfor-
mances of violins. Having learned a physical representation of the audio-space,
the machine can respond to sound by trying to deform out of the shape linked to
the live audio signal. This can be seen as a development of the Oppositional Sys-
tem, where opposition to the musician is not just through sound, but through all
the mechanical properties (haptic-vibrational-audial) in the space of co-agency.

The uncanny nature of the physical unpredictability of the machine, however,
does lend itself to Heidegger’s Vorhandenheit. We might describe the acquisition
of soul through code, over and above the vitality of the machine, as noomor-
phism - a term that we coin by analogy to anthropomorphism, and in acknowl-
edgement of the neomystical tradition through which the actuators of the Inter-
net of Things partake in the digital soul of Teilhard de Chardin’s noosphere.

A key subject of ongoing research and experimentation is the algorithmic
implementation of open interaction - the antithetical system is only open in a
very restricted sense. Though unpredictable, it does not explicitly lend itself
to openness of interpretation. In line with our understanding of spaces of co-
agency, the noomorphism of the machine must also exhibit symmetric openness -
a reciprocal interpretability on behalf of both human and machine.
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5 Concluding Remarks

The Mephistophone’s physical design and software setup represents an impor-
tant prototype for the instrument-as-critic, as the deformable/self-deforming
surface is perhaps the most simple instance of an instrumental space of co-
agency. Traditional musical instruments follow this pattern more subtley - we
have presented a brief analysis of how the violin can be seen to exhibit such a
space, but clearly there are some exceptions and limit-cases (such as the harpsi-
chord). Notwithstanding these caveats, an explicit consideration of the space of
co-agency is relevant not only in the analysis of traditional musical instruments,
but especially as a design tool for interactive electronic instruments.

Although there is some clear overlap, in our prototype the space of co-agency
can be thought of as primarily a hardware consideration, where dialectical inter-
action and the open synthesis are mostly important in the machine-learning
software and control of the instrument. In this simplified light, and to return to
outdated - but useful - distinctions between the musical (hardware) instrument
and the (software) work, the Mephistophone’s physical setup provides a useful
testing-bed for the open musical work.

Mixed-initiative interaction is a popular paradigm for the (co-)creative use of
computers, such as in game design [28]. It is hoped that this specific consideration
of mixed-initiative interaction in musical performance could be of use to human-
computer interaction more generally. In particular, a consideration of openness
and interpretability between human and machine for non-artistic purposes could
provide an interesting topic for further research.
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